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Improved Rotary Engine. 

The annexed engravings are views of the 
improvements in Rotary Engines, for which a 
patent was granted to J. C. fro Saloman, on the 
4th of last October. Figure 1 is a side eleva
tion ; figure 2 is an end elevation, and figure 3 
a diagonal transverse section through the line 1 
1, figure 1. The same letters refer to like parts 
on' all the figures. 

Of the many forms of rotary steam engines, 
those of the revolving piston kind are general
ly acknowledged to be the most economical 
and best, as in this description of engine the 
steam is confined in a close and rigid chamber, 
and acts only on a solid and inflexible surface, 
and makes its escape by confined passage� so 
that its full effect may be obtainoo in useful 
work. This improvement has reference to 
this class of engines and is designed to remove 
defects which have characterized the most 01 
them. 

The revolving piston or wheel, A, is circular 
at its sides, a, and of the same diameter as the 
cylinder, B, in which it moves, but is made 
with a steam groove or channel between either 
side so as to give to it the shape of a conic 
section, resembling an ellipse, the extremities 
of the transverse diameters of which are form
ed by packings, b b', of the same exterior cur
vature as the interior rotundity of the cylinder. 

This elliptic piston, A, is firmly keyed to a 
center driving shaft, C,and is caused to re
volve by the pressure of steam on its edge. 
Four sliding radial abutments like c' c2, are ar· 
ranged round the stationary cylinder, B, and 
severally act in their turn as stops in' he ellip
tic groove to confine the steam in between 
them. These abutments are packed to prevent 
the passage of steam by or around them, and 
are forced inwards by a pressure of steam on 
their back or outer ends, and radiated out
wards by the elliptic piston 813 it revolves. 

haust passage before the opeui_ug of the /Iteam sist it iu _passing the abutmeut. Aud wheu 
port, as the extlemity of the transverse diame- the sajd packing, h, passes further ou iu its re
tel' of the elliptic pistou approaches or arrives volutiou, steam is admitted by the port, m, 

at the opposite valve. 'l'hus wheu the pa�king, through the passage, r, aud it presses ou the 
b, of the pistou arrives ceutrally (when the eu- Mid pistou packiug till it moves still further ou, 
giue is running from left to right at tA:)p) at a when the steam in the said passage acts upon 
certain line, the port, n, communicaungwith the wheel to propel it, the steam port being 
the exhaust, u, on the rear side of the said full open till the piston passesstiII. further 
abutment, c, is shut so as to retain the steam on, and is then closed simultaneously with 
in .the cylinder in the rear side of said shutting off the steam that comes through in
abutment, while the piston passes, and to as- let, r. The exhaust passage, u, of valve, h, is 
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then opened to let the steam escape in the rear in propelling the piston from the point where Steam is introduced by a nozzle, d, to a jacket, of abutment, c, as its further retention would the steam was shut off by h, to the point D, which encompasses the cylinder and con- cause it to prE)ss upon the. wbeeUn.an opposite where steam is admitted by the next valve to ducts tlle steam to the several valve bo:te:� E,: dlrection to itii motion. A similar action'takes· cOntinne.thept'opulsion, and so On for eitchvslve and to the outer ends Or backs of the abut· ' 
place with the next valve, h', as the packing, in suceesaion, each two opposite valves being siments. The valve boxes, E, are four in num-
b, of the same piston approaches and passes it, milarIy operated, and simultaneouSly, so as to ber and are arranged round the cylinder in the the steam admitted by the passage of the pre-. avoid counter,pressure on the driving shaft, and same radial lines as the abutments. A circular vious piston being retained to act expansively obtain a large propelling area on opposite sides groove is cut round the periphery of either cir-

cular side, a, of the piston. In this groove a Figure 2. Figure 3. 
packing, e, is inserted, and is caused to pro
ject into a groove in the cylinder to prevent 
leakage of steam from either side of tbe re
volving pistonl an outer ring, f, made adjust
able by screws serving to tighten up either 
packing as occasion requires. 

to diminish, the next inlet valve is opened to 
the admission of fresh steam at full pressure, 
and until sufficient area of the piston is exposed 
to the steam fi#�ed by that inlet to ep.sure 
uniformity of action, the expanding steam in 
real' of the ablltml)pt OOI!tinues to assist the 
wheel as it previo.w!lyd;ld, but to a greater de-
gree, when the piston .pt!\lkmga Will'€! passing 
the abutments. The gra-dualllnd 'slight radial 
action of the abutments which the elliptic 
form of the wheel produce'S will obviate the jar 
and uncertainty consequent upon the general 
action of such devices, while as the abutments 
form the only radial sliders, they are lesi! liable 
to stick or wear than if having a revolving in 
addition to a radial action. The contrivances 
by which the valves are operated, as described 
consist of revolving cams, I J, unitcd on their 
inner faces and fitted on a feather sliding' key 
on the engine shaft, which should be support
ed in suitable plumber'Olocks or bearings on 
either side; these cams are grooved on their 
inner faces, and the valve stems are made with 
a projecting stud, x, on either side, which fits 
into the groove of either cam according to the 
direction the engine is deaigned to travel, 
risers or set·offa, lB, in -the g�o()ves, x' x', serv
ing to rise and fan the several valves at the re
quired points to produce the specified opening 
and closing action of the valves. The one 
cam, I, has its groove and risers at such a dis
tance from the center of the shaft as to cause 
the inner port of the several valves to be the 
inlet for the steam whereby the engine will 
run from left to right at the top, while the 
other cam, J, has its groove and risers pitched 
to make the outer port the inI et f or the steam, 
the radiaf set or distance of the· valves from 

, the center of.th(n!haa thus being alteredac
i 'cordingly as the valve rods are'in gear with 
, either cam, and as the two cams are united, 

the engine may be reversed by simply sliding 
:the double cam by clutch or otherwise, so as 
to throw either cam into gear with the valves 
as required, and to facilitate the transfer of the 
valve stem l!tuds to the grooves of their respec-
tive cams; the one cam, J, is made with an el
liptic recess, y, while the other cam, I, has a 
!"aised ellipse, y'; the edges of thi� recess and 
ellipse serve to guide the studs of the valve 
stems into either of tbe cam grooves, x' x2, ac
cordingly as the said recess or ellipse is thrown 
into gear with the stem studs by sliding the 
double cam on the driving shaft. Any other 
arrangement, however, of operating gear for 
the valves may be used, and any other suitable 
form of valves employed. 

Mr. Saloman formerly resided in Cincinnati, 
where he constructed an operative engine pro
pelled by carbonic acid gas, for which he also 
obtained a patent. The sensitiveness of til is 
gas to heat, when reduced to a fluid, is well 
known, and when this was first discovered, 
great hopes were entertained from it, to super 
sede steam. Brunell, the famous French-Eng
lish engineer, constructed a carbonic acid en-

The valve boxes, E, are openly exposed to 
the steam so as to be constantly filled with it, 
the communication oetween the steam jacket 
and the valve boxes being established by pas
sages, g, from a chamber at the back of the 
valve boxes. These valve boxes are provided 
with slide valves, h h', the motions of which 
are radial to the driving shaft, as indicated by 
the lines, B s', for the travel of the engine in 
one direction and lines, S2 S3, for its travel in 
the opposite direction, the said lines represent· 
ing the poaition of the forward and back edges 
of either valve at a relative position 01 the pis
ton to them. These valves are of the D,shaped 
kind, having a cavity, i, within them which 
serves to conduct the steam from the cylinder 
by upper and lower inlets and outlets, m n, to 
the exhaust pipe, F, by a central outlet, o. 
The ports, m n, of the valves communicate by 
extension passages, r u, with the interior of 
the steam cylinder on either side of the abut
ments-only one of these ports in either valve 
acts as an inlet and the other as an outlet, 
either one of such so operating according to 
the direction of the engine's travel, the sliding 
of the ends of the valves and of the edges of 
the exhaust cavities over the several ports 
serves to admit, shut off, and exhaust the steam 
much in like map.ner to the ordinary action of 
slide valves. The exhaust pipe, F, connects 
with the several valve boxes and is furnished 

o gine, but it failed in his hands, simply because 
although this acid in a fluid state is so senai_ 
tive to heat, yet it is as difficult on the Other 
hand to convert it into fluid, which is necessary 
for its economical use. We understand tJ:!at 
Prof. Sa.loman has made a discovery in chemis� 
try, whereby he effects this object cheaply and 
quickly, and by which it is said his carbonic 
acid gas engine will be rendered eminently Suc
c!lsfuL 

with an escape branch, G. 
To give the reqnisite action to the valves 

they jtre made with a lap so as to shut the ex-

of one wheel, thus economlzmg space, and 
avoiding irregular and lateral strain. 

By the specified arrangement and operation 
of the valves, the steam it will be observed, is 
worked to a large degree expansively without 
materially affecting the unifoI1l1ity of the pro-

pelling power of the engine, as upon the steam 
commencing its expanEion, the propelling area 
of the piston exposed to it begins to increase, 
and upon the steam becoming considerably ex
panded, and at the point when the piston area 
exposed to the expanding steam is beginning 
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More inf ormation may be obtained by letter 
addressed to him at his residence, Bladens
burgh, Md. 

-------.�4� __ �. __ -----
Improved Steam Boiler. 

P. Sweeny of the city of Buffalo, N. Y., has 
applied for a patent on an improvement in 
steam boilers, which consists in placing within 
a boiler a cylindrical or annular casing contain
ing sand, or any other good non· conducting 
substance, said casing dividing the interior of 
the boiler, so as to form a central water cylin
der communicating at the bottom with an ex
terpl annular water space. The external 
water sp'�ce is exposed to the heat of the fire 
in a very thin stratum, so as to generate steam 
rapidly, a-nd keep up a quick circulation from 
the central water space or chamber to the out
side hot water chamber. 
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